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Theory of functional polymers & MDF materials 

View of the cross-links 

Al,Fe(6) – O – P(4);

a – Al, Fe coordination polyhedra, 

b - hydrated phase/component, 

c – polyphosphate chain.

Microlevel of functional grafting of 

polymer on the surface of grain

[G. Wegner; Functional polymers, Acta 

Materialia 48 (The millennium issue), 253-262 
(2000)]

 

Specific functionalization of interface 

and surface occurs due to both 

mechano-chemical treatment and 

subsequent key step of synthesis, the 

nano- and micro- levels relate to one 

another.
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From history & motivation to present state - 1 -

The MDF materials are made with a cement paste (HAC, 
CAC, PC) containing up to 7 percent by mass of a water 

soluble plasticizing agents – hydrolyzed polyvinyl acetate 
(PVA), hydroxypropyl-methyl cellulose (hpmc), 

polyacrylamide, or polyphosphate salts (poly-P). 

MDF materials represent a potentially attractive range of 
materials whose properties lie between those of 

conventional cements and ceramics. 

The intimate mixing of the polymer phase and the inorganic 
cement phases is vital to produce a truly composite material, 

exhibiting much of the strength of the material with high 
fracture toughness imparted by the polymer. 

Introduction & history of the MDF topic

?? ??

Experimental of the topical studies

The topic of present lecture concentrates to „the tests of MDF relevancy“ 

of specific & challenging cementitious composition (H-cement, PC Ladce), 

the data are compared with those of PC-based  MDF probes. 

The raw materials for the case studies of MDF processes have comprised :

 H-cement, with no more than 30 % of portland clinker, the rest are fly ash 

and slag - “wastes” exerting so-called latent hydraulic activity, and 

 polyphosphates of formula (NaPO3)n or Na5P3O10 and  water.

Synthesis procedure complied with that generally accepted in the field:

Parts of the process
of MDF synthesis

M ixing
( < 0.5 h )

Pressing
( 1 – 3 h )

Formation  &
maturity
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Experimental of the topical studies

The scope of cross-linking as a key item of the successful MDF 

synthesis has been studied by two independent experimental methods –

 simultaneous thermal analysis  (sdt 2960 device of T.A.I., in air, from 

ambient  temp. to 1000 oC, 10 oC/min,) and 

 IR spectroscopy  (Nicolet 6700 of  Thermo Scientific, in KBr tablets).

Series 
No.

Composition of raw mix 

& conditions of procedure 

Notes on synthesis & 

characterization of series

1 & 2 H-cement, 5%poly-P, 20% or 16% H2O;  
5 MPa for 30 min – 1 hour, i.d. and d.d.  

Extreme (high vs. low) water 
contents -> extreme viscosities 

3 H-cement, 5%poly-P, 18% H2O;  m.m.,
5 MPa for 30 min – 1 hour, i.d. and d.d.  

Workability, viscosity and shape of 
probes o.k., cross-linking tested

4 H-cement, 10%poly-P, 18% H2O; 
m.m., 5 MPa for 30 min , i.d. and d.d.  

Workability, viscosity and shape of 
probes o.k., cross-linking tested

Results & discussion 

Simultaneous thermal analysis

Typical DTG (i) and DTA (ii) traces for MDF specimens (solid – successful synthesis, dashed –

synthesis not successful; on DTG seen also four steps of decomposition on heating, ∆tb marked on 

DTG and exoeffect  at 300  oC on DTA – decomposition of cross-links.

Results & discussion

Simultaneous thermal analysis of 
the thermal decomposition of cross-

links  = >  insight on the scope of 
cross-links formation due to 

mechanochemical activation. 

DTG, DTA TG 

∆m / %

Note 

+ ,  + 0,54 A.M., mean

+ ,  + 1,21 F. P. (mech), 

mean

+ ,  + 1,58 F.P., (mech-

chem) mean

+ ,  + 1,58 F.P.*,

(mech-chem) 

mean

Thermoanalytical data have confirmed by one third higher content of cross-links in MDF 

materials synthesized from mechanochemically activated  PC-based raw mixtures than that in 

probes formed after a standard mixing of  PC-based raw materials.  .

TG mass losses indicating (cf. interval between 200 – 300 oC)  the presence and different 

amounts of  cross-linked portions in the MDF probes made from the new challenging 

cementitious compositions .

Thermoanalytical data confirm the substantial scope of cross-links formation.

Results & discussion 

Results & discussion

M. Drabik & co-w.; Ceramics-Silikaty, 57, 2, 120-125 (2013)

The effect of P (from P–O–Al cross-links ) upon  the  indicative stretching  vibrations Al-O

Phosphorus atoms cross-linked in P{4}–O–Al {6} induce the shift (by 16 - 26 cm-1) from the 

values of vibrations of entire Al–O group in the IR spectral range .

Similar sensitivity of IR vibrations report reference data for Si–O–Al linkages.
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Results & discussion 

Concluding & generalizing remarks

Thermoanalytical data: (i) by one third higher content of cross-
links in MDF materials synthesized from mechanochemically
activated raw mixtures than that in probes formed after a 

standard mixing of raw materials and (ii) the substantial scope 
of cross-links formation in the system based on novel 

cementitious compositions. 

IR spectroscopy: the effect of phosphorus atoms from positions in 
P{4}–O–Al{6} cross-links upon the indicative vibrations in the IR 

spectral range – the vibrations are shifted by 16 - 26 cm-1

apart the values reported for the entire Al–O group. Similar 
sensitivity of IR vibrations reports reference data for Si–O–Al.

Concluding & generalizing remarks (cont.)

The scope of cross-linking as a key item of the successful MDF 

synthesis has been studied by two independent experimental 

methods – thermal analysis and IR spectroscopy. 

Our knowledge further, as reported here: 

 postulates the option of mechanochemical pre-treatment of the raw

mixture while it initializes the formation of cross-links, cf.: M. 

Drabik & co-w.; Ceramics-Silikaty, 57, 2, 120-125 (2013), 

 outlines the challenge of specific ce mentitious compositions formulated 

in PC Ladce for thesynthesis of  improved  MDF materials: 

 H-cement, 10%poly-P, 18% H2O; m.m., 5 MPa for 30 min 

 H-cement, 5%poly-P, 18% H2O;  ?m-ch.m.?,5 MPa for 30 min – 1 hour 

Atomic (Nano)- & Micro- Levels of the Key Feature of 

MDF Synthesis; P{4}–O–Al/Fe{6} cross-linking.  


